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1.0 SUMMARY 
and usage of a pilot program for calculatingThis document describes the design 
pressure distributions over harmonically oscillating wings in transonic flow. The 
procedure is based on separating the velocity potential into steady and unsteady parts 
and linearizing the resulting differential equation for the unsteady flow by assuming 
small disturbances. The steady velocity potential distribution, which must be obtained 
from some other program, is required for input. The differential equation for the 
with spatial varying coefficients that areunsteady flow is linear, complex in form, 
the steady velocity potential distribution. Time is not a variable in thedependent on 
program since sinusoidal motion is assumed. The numerical solution is obtained 
through a finite difference formulation and a line relaxation solution procedure. 
This program may be used for wings with arbitrarily, swept leading- and trailing-edges. 
may be curved. However, the trailing edge must be straight. TheThe leading edge 

program uses a rectangular array of mesh points.
 
.2.0 INTRODUCTION 
IV digital computerThis document describes the design and usage of the FORTRAN 
program V174. This pilot program was written as part of a research effort to develop a 
method of computing the transonic perturbation flow about a harmonically oscillating 
three-dimensional wing. 
the finite difference procedures of references 1 through 3, the programBased on 
unsteady velocity potential and the resulting unsteadycomputes the solution of the 
pressure distributions. It requires as input the potential distribution from a steady state 
transonic small perturbation program (ref. 4). Conservative differencing is used for 
and across
subsonic points and nonconservative differencing for supersonic points 

shocks. Figure 1 shows the geometry used for the program.
 
The program is set up to calculate the deflections and slopes for a control surface mode, 
a pitch mode, or a flapping mode. The control surface, which is located at the trailing 
edge, may be either partial or full span. Although a modal amplitude theta (0) is input, Other motions may bethe printed pressure coefficients are for unit amplitude motion. 







Figure .- Schematic of Mesh for Three-Dimensional Problem 
Included in this document are: 
* Description of equations used in the program 
o Description of user I/O and scratch file formats 
* List of program limitations 
" Description of computer program usage 
o Data stacking procedures 
* Description of program output, normal and diagnostic 
o Sample problem input/output- ­
" Description of program structure and routines used 
Features of this program include options to: 
o Analyze flat plates or wings with thickness 
" Use row or column line relaxation 
* Begin the iterative solution from a previous solution of the same dimensions 
* Analyze wings with swept leading and trailing edges 
* Take advantage of autosymmetry in the case of a wing at zero angle of attack and 
with a 
nodes 
symmetrical thickness distribution to substantially reduce 
* Use over- and 
convergence 
under-relaxation factors to reduce the number 
" Determine iteration print intervals 
o Determine far-field updating iitervals 
the number of 






























Xl ',Y ,1variables 
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3.0 SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
coefficients for y,z differences corresponding to second deriatives, 
with appropriate subscripts (eq. (3)) 
root semichord of wing 




second-order accurate difference corresponding tocoefficients for 

first derivative (eq. (3))
 




instantaneous wing shape defined by zo Bf(x,y,t)
= 
undisturbed wing or airfoil shape 
unsteady contribution to wing or airfoil shape 
Zkm+l -Zkm 
V1" 
xy,z subscripts for points in the mesh 
freestream Mach number 
freestream velocity 
coordinate of control surface hinge line 
scaled coordinates (xo, PYo,/ Lzo) for the three-dimensional problem 
coordinates defined in equation (18) 
coordinates of leading and trailing edges 




coordinate of wingtip 







ratio of specific heats for air 
jump in pressure coefficient 
xi - xi. 1 
xi-! - xi_2 
jump in pl at plane of wing or vortex wake 







x2 -X x 
X1max - Ximax­
(5/M)2/ 3 
WM/(1 - M 2) 
scale factor on Yo and zo , k = 8113 M
2/ 3 
perturbation velocity potential 
o or Phio 
w1 or Phi1 
steady scaled perturbation velocity potential 





wake integral defined in equation (21) 
acceleration or pressure potential 
source solution of integral equation for evaluation of 
far-field boundary conditions 
reduced frequency (semichord times frequency in radians 
per second divided by the freestream velocity, cob/U) 
O(RIGINAL PAGE IS 




The finite difference equations for three-dimensional unsteady transonic flow are given 
by Ehlers in reference 1. At interior points where the steady flow is subsonic, we have 
azk¢,ijk_1 - (ayj+byj +azk +bzk + E + E2 - qijk/2) q1 ijk (1) 
+ bzk Plijk+l = - E1 1i+ljk - E2 0 i-ljk - ayj lijlk - bj lij+lk 
and at points where the steady flow is supersonic, 
azk Ilijkl - (ayj + byj + azk + bzk - E3 - qijk/2) Wijk (2) 
+ bzk ¢lijk+l (E3 + E4) 'i-lUk - E 4 Oi-2jk - ayj Slijlk - yj l1ij+lk 
where: 
zk = (zk+l Zk-1)(zk - Zk-) yj ( -YJ-1)(YJ-YJ-1j+I ) () 
b =1 b1 
bzk (zk+1 Zk-1) (zk+1 Zk) byj (Yj+i - Yj-i) (Yj+i -Yj) 
Ei = ci ui+ jk - icc 1 i/e 
E2 = di ui+1/jk + ladI i/e 
E3 = ci- 1 ui -i, 2jk - ioc 2 ile 
E4 = di- Iui- 3/2jk - icod 2 ie 
C.=t_______=____ 
1 
ci = (i+ 1 - xi_1) (xi+I - xi) cli (xi "Xil)'Ci 
=1 "*"d = xi) di 1 (il-
di = (xi+1 - xi_1) (x i - xi_1 d 
ui+ /jk = K - (,y+ 1) (poi+tjk - 'o ijk)/(xi+ 1 - xi) 








Equations (1) and (2) are equations (24) and (27) from reference 1. 
The boundary conditions on the upper and lower wing surfaces lead to the following 
equations for subsonic flow at finite difference points immediately below the wing, 
k = km 
azkm A1 jkm_ - (ayj + byj + azk m + E1 + E,- qijkm/2 ) €Pijkm (4) 
-E 1 i+ ljkm -E2 €'iljkm-ayj ijlkm -byj - bzk m FL1 
and points immediately above the wing, k =km + 1 
'
 
-(ayj + byj + bZkm+l + E1 + E2 - qijk+1/2) 01 ijkm + I + bZkm+l P ijkm+2 (5) 
=-E1 P1i+ljkm+l -E2 Vbi-ljkm+l -ayj 'P i.-km+ 1 €1 ij+lkm+l aZkm+1 iJ 
where 
F(L)= f(L) (xi, yi)+ iW f'L) (x,yj)
1x (6) 




The (L) and (U) refer to upper and lower wing surfaces, respectively. The equations 
similar to equations (4) and (5) at supersonic points can be written down analogously. 
The total harmonic deflection of the wing is written as 
z = 6f(x,y,t) = 6 {fo (x,y) + f1 (x,y) eit } (7) o 

The steady velocity potential ('o0 ) is calculated from the steady deflection shape 
(fo),while the unsteady potential (vi) is calculated from the harmonic mode shape 
fl(x,y). 
Over the wake, the condition that the trailing vortex sheet supports no pressure, 
aAAl (8)
-- + iwA l = 0 
ax 
IORIGIA 'PACE, IS 
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results in a term being added to the right-hand side of equations (1) and (2). For finite 




and for points just above the wing plane (k = km + 1), the term is 
(10) 
-aZkm+l A Iiiwhere 
where 
(11)A01iJ= APiI+lJ e -iC(xi xi ) 
and Avli 1 +i is the jump in velocity potential at the first point aft of the wing trailing 
edge at station j determined so as to satisfy the Kutta condition on the trailing edge. 
The addition of equations (9) and (10) implicitly satisfies the conditions. The normal 
velocity is continuous across the wake. 
The finite difference equation for the jump in p across the wing to the second order in 
mesh size is 
P,(L) _ -cijkm _ APo= (U) = + l P,ijkm _CS(Poijkm+2 P ijkm+l) 
-c1)- - ( d1 Fj5U) + d5,2 F(L)) 
Cs2k(oijkm- ijkm-l U s (12) 
where
 
esl = 4S(s$ + 1) es2 = 4s2(s2 + 1)
 
h(2s2 + 1) 
d 1 h(2sl + 1) (13)sl 4(s, +1) ds2- 4(S 2 +1) 
si = (Zkm+2 -Zkm+l)/h s (Zkm - Zkm-1)/h 
(14)
h = Zkm+l - Zkm 
8 
Two integral relations are used to satisfy the far-field boundary conditions on the outer 
boundaries of finite difference mesh. The first for the velocity potential is 
Yt it(Y I) 
f [Noi V'ZI, ]dx1 ' dy, ' 
-Yt xQ(Y,') 




' x ' iX,)') ,1	 (5+Y+ -I (y+1)pI)oxI0 Pi P l,-icb(7-l)1 o OPOxl, X,,dv' 
v 
and the second for the pressure function is 
(16) 
= %01 + ico(, 1P(xl,yl,zl) 
+Yt Xt(Y ,') 





+ 	 I ( /+1 x x , -ico( -1) x0pxP , dv' (17) 
+4KK f ('+)p , P 1 X rXxi 
defining 
-= i1xl,, = Y,y"l' -z = zi -z I and R = N +i +' 
e iX, (Mx - R) 
g'p ' -- R 
Iz 1 =--(I/R + i~) 
(18)
 
= M -(I /R+ iX)]o4 'X' 
ORT~XT pf~flIS 
GB' OR QI3AUm2 9 
X= VIX +i ( ) 
I/R)-Xi (18)X, Mw3-jiJ(io + x/R;) 
Equations (15) and (17) have been simplified for the program. First, as noted in the 
two-dimensional derivation 
(19)(I-a 
and thus the second integral in the first term of both equations (15) and (17) is zero. 
Second, the third term, which is the volume integral and has not been of significance in 
the two-dimensional problem, has been dropped. Third, since we are interested in the 
far-field, we approximate x1 - x1' and yj - Yt' with Yi so that the terms of 1Pand x may 
be moved outside the integral sign. The evaluation of wake integral in equation (15) is 
discussed in detail in the next section. The equation for the velocity potential on the 
far-field (eq. (15)) for xa = 1.0 is 
+yt xt(y;) 
p 1 (x 1 ,y4,z7) = . 4 , f f AP 1 dxl'dy1 ' + °lw 










-('-1) °1 Liv' 1°°x"x"} (20) 
v 
where 
= I - j, Iyw(Yl,,Z,yl')dyi' (21) 
o w 42 r 
-yt 
with the trailing edge defined as a straight line by the functions f(yl') = al Yi' j, the 
function Iw is given as 
2 21+fMf P/fl f(yl' + R-0zleiXl3Ro(Ul/M)fWiw R 0 
N 
1 WMr (22) 
10 
MVf(yl ) + -R,2+ f(yl,) 
Ul-O
 
2R0 (yl-yl )2 +z 
The pressure function equation (9) becomes 
P(x 1 ,y1 ,z 1) = -._-X47r zI 
+Yt 
f 
xt(Y ' ) 
A~p1 dx1 ' dy, ' 
-Yt 2 Y') 
+yt 
z J e ) Ac(xt(Yy'o 1(  ) dY (23) 
-Yt 
Equation (20) is used to evaluate the velocity potential along the line resulting from the 
intersection of the Y-Z plane through the trailing edge of the wing and the X-Y and X-Z 
planes bounding the finite difference volume. Equation (16) is then integrated by the 
this line on thetrapezoidal rule to determine values ahead of this line and behind 
= 1, for 
upper, lower, and side boundaries. For example, on the lower boundary when k 
points ahead of the trailing edge (x<1.0 or i<ij), 
1 ) + P(xi ,Yj,Z,)] xi-xi-i (24) I°1 i l = ij1l i x t) - [P(xiYjz 1) eiW(xi-xi 2 = i 
and the equation for points downstream of the trailing edge (il<i) is 
,yJz ) e-i (xi-xi-1)] xi-x i-1 (25) 
-x -1 ) + [p(xiyjz )+ P(xi-l.V°ij] t i=ij 1 e-A (xiii 2 
The application of equation (23) to the upstream and downstream boundaries results in 
the following equations: on the upstream boundary, (26) 
V1ljk - c kl 9 12jk -ck2PlJk 
0? poOQORIGWAL ?AGB',1 
and for the downstream boundary, 
(27) 
= -U + Ck4 Pixk 
m ax -ljkmaximaxjk =Ck3where 
PlIjk = P(Xl'YJ ' zk) 
Pimaxik = P(Ximax'j, Zk) 
1+iw8 1 /2 5 x2-x 
and Ckl 1 - iwS1 /2 
CkQ = 51/(1 -iwS 1/2) (28) 
Ck3 = 1- iC6 2/2)/(1 +iwS 2 /2) 52 = max-Ximax 
Ck4 = 62/(1 + ico52"/2) 
Equations (25) and (26) may be used to substitute for Vo1ljk and v I m in equations (1) 
tli maxJkand (2). 
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5.0 COMPUTER PROGRAM USAGE 
5.1 MACHINE REQUIREMENTS 
V174 executes on a CDC 6600 or similarly compatible computer. 
5.2 OPERATING SYSTEM 
V174 was-designed for a KRONOS 2.1 or NOS 1.1 operating system. 
5.3 STORAGE ALLOCATION 
This program executes in 132000 octal words of computer memory. 
5.4 TIMING 
Timing 	is hardware and operating system dependent. 
a CDC 6600 with KRONOS 2.1 operating system.The following example was run on 
The program loads in about 4.5 CP (central processor) seconds. Using an XYZ mesh of 
44 by 16 by 26 (18 304 nodes), the program requires about 5 CP seconds per iteration. It 
needs a like amount of time for each far-field update; 50 iterations of this example with
 
a far-field update every 10 would require:
 
CP seconds = 4.5 + (50)(5) + (50/10 	+ 1) (5) 




5.5 FILE I/O 
The program card of V174 is as follows: 




TAPE 11=1002,TAPE12= 002,TAPE13=10 02 )
 
As noted previously, the buffer sizes of most of these files have been reduced from the
 
default values to save memory space.
 
5.5.1 FILE UTILIZATION 
A considerable saving of core memor.y, and consequently cost, was achieved by
 
modifying the program. This modification puts only 3 planes of the Phil and Phi0
 
at a time. These planes are chordwise X-Z planes and are denoted by
matrices in core 

the J indice (identifying their Y coordinate). Thus, on any one binary file there will be
 
JMAX planes of data.
 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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the program identifies the necessary 3 planes as JR (corresponding to J+1-seeIn core 
theory), JC, (corresponding to J), and JL (corresponding to J-1). There are 3 indices 
as often asavailable in the incore matrix data space, but each of these will be reused 
necessary moving JR, JC, and JL. For instance, if the program is calculating the X-Z 
may have been read into thechordwise plane corresponding to J indice 6 this plane 
incore storage area plane numbered 3 and would designate that incore plane as JC. 
5 would be in JL which would be stored in theCalculation plane corresponding to J = 

incore data storage plane 1. The next calculation plane JR (corresponding to J=7) would
 
be read into the available incore plane storage area 2.
 
After calculation plane J = 6 is recalculated, and written to binary file, this plane is
 
nowdesignated JL by the program. The former JR now becomes JC (incore plane area 1)
 
8 is read in and placed in the incore storage area nowand a plane corresponding to J = 
designated JR (incore storage area 3). 
Thus, for calculation of plane J = 6 the incore storage should be as follows: 
Calculation Incore plane 
plane storage area 
Plane JC 6 3 
Plane JR 5 1 
Plane JL 7 2 
For calculation of plane J = 7: 
7 1Plane JC 
6 2Plane JR 
8 3Plane JL 
Please note that the description applies to the usage of the Phio matrix as well, with the 
exception that it is not recalculated with each iteration. 
The file named TAPE1 contains one steady state velocity potential distribution (Phio) 
a separate program. This matrix must be present for a wing with thickness (seefrom 

ref. 3 and input variable list MSTST).
 
The file named TAPE13 contains the modified Phio matrix from file TAPEL. This 
on the file in the standard form for this program. The initializationmatrix is written 
matrix on this file is readoverlay recalculates this matrix. During iterations the Phio 
as previously described. 
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The file named TAPE10 is the file containing the starting data, if any (see input list 
variable, INC), for the Phil matrix. After a. successful execution of the program it will 
contain the new Phi1 matrix in place of the old. Its format is standard for this program 
,(sec. 3.5.2). 
The files named TAPEll and TAPE12 are interchanged in function for each iteration of 
the program. They will contain the scratch Phi1 matrix in the standard format 
discussed in section 3.5.2. Initially, one of these will contain the starting Phi1 matrix. 
Either may, be from TAPE10, a previous run, or a Phil matrix of zeros. The other will 
then have written on it the Phi1 calculations from this iteration. For the npxt iteration 
these files will be rewound and functions interchanged with the former supply file 
becoming the receiving file for this iteration. 
5.5.2 FILE FORMATS 
Binary files 
The files TAPE1, TAPE10, TAPE11, TAPE12, and TAPE13 are binary "1/0files and all 
use the same basic structure of format. TAPE1 and TAPE13 are real data (Phio matrix); 
TAPE10, TAPEll, and TAPE12 are complex with a real- and imaginary-parts written 
for each element of the matrix (Phil). 
The structure of these binary files are as follows: 
1 (J indice of the first plane) 
The Ith element at K = 1 
The IMAXth element at K = 1 	 ORIGINAL PAGE l 
Op POOR QUALINThe Ith element at K = 2 
The IMAXth element at K = 2 
The IMAXth element at K = KMAX 
2 (J indice of the second plane)
 
same structure as the above plane
 
15 
JMAX (indice of last plane) 
It h element at K = 1 
IMAXth element at K = KMAX 
As mentioned previously the complex binary files will contain a real part and an
 




The BCD files INPUT, OUTPUT, and TAPE7 follow the standard FORTRAN and
 
system formats for that type of file.
 
BCD files are those which deal with character printing or reading. V174 has three
 
of these; INPUT, OUTPUT, and TAPE?.
 
INPUT, also called TAPE5, is the file which contains cards or card images. Program
 
card (or card image) input is fully described in section 3.7.
 
OUTPUT, also called TAPE6, is the file on which the program places the primary
 
printed information. (See sec. 3.8 and app. A.)
 
TAPE7 is also a ,print file. The user may disregard it unless he is executing the program
 
on a terminal where the prim'ry OUTPUT print file is to be printed later. It will print
 
a summary during execution telling the user how convergence is proceeding.
 
Usage of TAPE7 is LGO,IN,OUT,OUTPUT. (See sec. 3.6.)
 
TAPE7 was primarily used in development of the program. Terminal usage of the
 
program should be limited as terminal execution is usually very expensive.
 
5.6 CONTROL CARDS 




















End of Record 
Input Cards 
The preceding will execute using existing Phioand Phi1 distribution files. If either is not 
available, then adjustments are made in the input cards and the respective GET card is 
not used. 
5.7 PROGRAM INPUT 
5.7.1 GENERAL REMARKS 
The input to TEV174 is of two forms, disk file/tape input (binary input) and card input 
(BCD input). Disk file/tape input may consist of input point locations and the Phio 
and/or Phi1 distribution. An input Phi1 distribution is indicated if a previously 
calculated Phij matrix is to be used to start the iteration process. If the user is starting 
from scratch, there is no Phi1 input and the initial Phi1 distribution is all zeros. Phio is 
the steady-state distribution from another program. If a flat plate solution is. sought, it 
would not be input. 
A description of disk file/tape formats is given in section 5.5.2 and a listing of the 
input for a sample problem is presented in appendix A. 
The 	card input consists of field dependent input and namelist free field input. The field 
dependent input is defined in the format column of table 1 as a specific field (i.e., F10.2,
 




Some of the features of namelist input are: 
1. 	 Card field consists of columns 2 through 80. 
of a 	$ list-name in column 2 followed by a series of specifications2. 	 List consists 

continued on as many cards as required and terminated by a $.
 
3. 	 Specifications are of the form: 
a. 	 Vname = Value 
b. 	 Where Vname is an array, Vname = Valuel, Value2,... ,Valuen 
Where Vname is one of the variable names for the list, value is 	the associated 
in normal orvalue(s). Value may be an integer, a floating point number 
exponential form, or in the case of a logical variable (specifically the options) of the 
form. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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.T. or .True. indicating true or on 
.F. or .False. indicating false or off 
There is no comma between the last4. 	 Specifications must be separated by commas. 
specification and terminating $. 
5. 	 Embedded blanks are allowed except within the $ list-name, variable name, or 
value. At least one blank must separate the $ list-name and the first specification. 
6. 	 The order of appearance of variables on the card(s) is not important; the spelling is. 
7. 	 Any or all of the variables may be left out of the list, e.g., $ list-name.. $ is 
legitimate. This assumes, of course, that there is a legal default value associated 
with the variable(s) not included in the list. 
5.7.2 LIMITATIONS 
The following are size limitations within the program. 
downstream flow in the XYZo 	 3--IMAX--55 X nodes parallel to upstream 
mesh. 
* 	 3--JMAX--33 Y nodes spanwise in the XYZ mesh. 
* 	 3KMAXC26 Z nodes vertically in the XYZ mesh. 
Note: The Phi1 and Phi0 distributions must also correspond to the limitations on 
the XYZ mesh. 
* 	 1cNDWING_20 The number of Y values in the Y array less than YT. 
Corresponds to number of values in XLE, XA, and XT. 
5.7.3 DATA STACKING
 




Y = * Ypb
 
Z = /.L*Zp/b 
where b is the root semichord and the subscript p means physical coordinate. 
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Table 1. - User Input Variables 
Card number Variable name Format 
1 Title 8A10 





















80-character title for this problem 
Mach number 
Thickness ratio 
Maximum angle of attack in degrees 
Angular reduced frequency 
Ratio of specific heats for flow medium 
Axis of rotation for flapping mode 
dimensionless physical coordinate -
Maximum X node count in users mesh 
Maximum Y node count in users mesh 
Maximum Z node count in users mesh 
Starting X node limit for volume integral 
for the wing; currently not used 
Ending X node limit for volume integral for 
the wing; currently not used 
Starting Y node limit for volume integral 
for the wing; currently not used 
Ending Y node limit for volume integral for 
the wing; currently not used 
Maximum number of iterations to be 
allowed without convergence or divergence 
Far-field update cycle control; updates the 
far field each NA iteration 
Error difference. - When the maximum 
difference between Phil distributions of 
consecutive iterations is less than ERROR, 
the program stops iterating 
Prints pressure distribution every NP 
interations 
Restart variable. - If INC=O, start with the 
Phi1 distribution on TAPE10; if INC=O, 
start with a Phi1 distribution of zeros. 
Overrelaxation factor used for subsonic
 
nodes to accelerate convergence 1. _ORF 2.
 
Underrelaxation factor used for supersonic
 




Op POOR QUALITY 
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Table 1.- (Continued) 
Card number Variable name Format Description 
2 to N (cont) MSTST PARAM When MSTST=O, start iterations with a 
Phi o distribution from a steady-state 
solution. When MSTST=O, U(I,J,K) is set to 
K and thickness effects are not included in 
the analysis. This is the "flat plate" 
analysis 
ISWEEP PARAM This variable along with ILAX determines 
the order of calculations; with ILAX-O (row 
relaxation), ISWEEP has two possible 
values; (a) ISWEEP=O indicates rows will 
be solved from the upper and lower 
boundary, alternating, in toward the wing; 
(b) with ISWEEP=O, rows will be solved 
from lower to upper boundary consecutively 
with ILAX=1 (column relaxation), ISWEEP 
has two possible values: (a) with 
ISWEEP=O, columns will be calculated 
starting from the trailing edge and moving 
forward (upstream) then coming back and 
calculating the nodes back of the trailing 
edge moving 'backward (downstream); 
(b) with ISWEEP=1 (with ILAX=1), 
columns will be calculated from upstream to 
downstream boundary 
ILAX PARAM With ILAX=O (see also ISWEEP), 
relaxation using rows of points is used, the 
points forming a line parallel to the wing in 
an X-Z plane; with ILAX=1, relaxation 
using columns of points is used, the points 
forming a line perpendicular to the wing in 
an X-Z plane 
CONPXT PARAM Constants required for convergence of 
CONE6 PARAM row relaxation (See refs. 2 and 3.) 
YS PARAM Y coordinate of wingtip; scaled value 
YSA PARAM Y coordinate of the inside edge of the 
control surface; scaled value 
TP1MSH PARAM This variable determines from what files 
the XYZ mesh size and the coordinates of 
each node are read. If TP1MSH=0, read 
IMAX, JMAX, KMAX, and the XYZ mesh 
coordinates from input. If TP1MSH=1, read 
them only from file named TAPEl. If 
TP1MSH=2, read them from both input file 
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Table 1. - (Continued) 
Card number Variable name Format Description 
2 to N (cont) and file TAPE1. The data overwrites the 
TAPE1 data. This last preserves file 
spacing on TAPE1 
LUPSYM PARAM If LUPSYM=O, perform a normal problem 
of full size. If LUPSYM=O and the 
angle-of-attack THETA is 0, then assume 
the nodes above the wing are antisymmetric 
to those below and calculate only those 
below 
IPLOT PRAM Not used 
NDWING PARAM The number of Y nodes on the wing 
IMODE PARAM If IMODE=1, a control surface mode is 
used, and the mode shape deflection is 
allowed only over the control surface 
defined by XA, XTE, and YSA. The axis of 
rotation is parallel to the Y axis at XA. For 
IMODE=2, a pitch mode is used, and the 
mode shape deflection is allowed over the 
entire wing. The axis of rotation is parallel 
to the Y axis at XA. When IMODE=3, 
flapping mode, mode shape deflection is 
allowed over the entire wing; the axis of 
rotation is parallel to the X axis at Y=AL 
End of Namelist Variables 
Card number Variable name Format Description 
N+1 X 8F10.2 The location coordinates of 
to 
M 
each of the IMAX X node locations; not 
input if TP1MSH= 1; eight per card 
M+1 Y 8F10.2 The location coordinates of each of the 
to JMAX Y node locations; not input if 
K TP1MSH= 1; eight per card (scaled 
values) 
K + 1 Z 8F10.2 The location coordinates of each of the 
to KMAX Z node locations; not input if 
L TP1MSH= 1; eight per card (scaled 
values) 
ORIGMAL PAGE IS 
OF BOR QUAIY 
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Table 1. - (Concluded) 
Card number Variable name Format 	 Description 
L+ 1 XLE 8F10.2 The X location at the corresponding Y 
to node of the wing leading edge; NDWING 
P of these are input; eight per card 
P+1 XA 8F10.2 " £he X location at the corresponding Y 
to node of the aileron hinge; NDWING 
Q of these are input; eight per card 
Q+1 XTE 8F10.2 The X location at the corresponding Y node 
to of the wing trailing edge; NDWING. 
R of these are input; eight per card 
5.8 PROGRAM OUTPUT 
5.8.1 PROGRAM RESULTS 
A listing of the output for a sample program is presented in appendix A. 
The printed output of the program consists of an initial block of information printing 
back the user's input followed by information identifying the program options the user 
selected.
 
The X, Y, and Z mesh data come next, read either from cards or binary file (TAPEl). 
The mesh data are followed by the X locations on the wing of the leading edge, aileron 
pivot, or pitch axis and the trailing edge. Intermediate information regarding calculated 
variables and time used at routine calls will follow. This is followed by iteration prints 
giving data on how convergence to the required error difference is proceeding. 
If the program iterates to the maximum number of iterations specified (NMAX), the 
next data printed will be the complex Phi1 matrix. If the program stops before NMAX is 
reached, Phi1 will not be printed. If it is desired, a follow up run with NMAX=1 will 
always print the Phi1 matrix. 
Next, and finally, the pressure coefficients above and below the wing will be printed. 
Optionally, the user may print the pressure coefficients unextrapolated to the wing 
surface by setting variable NP to the iteration interval desired. 
5.8.2 PROGRAM DIAGNOSTICS 
"ERROR 	DIFFERENCE IS GREATER THAN 100 BETWEEN ITERATIONS. ERROR IS 
----------THE SOLUTION IS DIVERGING." The program checks errors by calculating 
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the difference from iteration to iteration between corresponding nodes, saving the 
largest for comparison to the user-specified standard. The preceding message indicates 
the error is becoming larger too rapidly. 
"SOLUTION FAILED TO CONVERGE IN ----- ITERATIONS IERR, 
JERR, KERR, ERRMAX1". --- ,---,--.,--- indicates the largest error found at the 
indicated XYZ node location is still larger than the user-specified standard and that the 
maximum number of iterations has been attained. 
ERROR IS -------- indicates the user error"SOLUTION CONVERGED MAXIMUM 
standard has been reached and calculation will stop. 
"PLANE ERROR THE PLANE READ DOES NOT MATCH THE PLANE DESIRED J = 
----JT ---- IUNIT = ---- KAW=..... " indicates an error in the incoming Phi1 matrix on 
the indicated file. This error is probably caused by use of the wrong file for TAPE!O 
(Phil). 
"INFORMATIVE ERROR - - ISWEEP OPTION MUST BE 2 IF LUPSYM OPTION AND 
ROW OPTION SELECTED. ISWEEP SET TO 2" indicates user did not select correct 
option of ISWEEP for row relaxation. This also indicates ISWEEP was reset to the 
correct value. 
"STOP 1" - If this message appears in the dayfile, the program was unable to find the Z 
nodes just above and just below the wing. This may be caused by a Z node at Z = 0, 






6.0 COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
 
Flow diagrams for the program and its subroutines are listed in appendix B. 
6.1 OVERLAY STRUCTURE 
TEV174 consists of a (0,0) level overlay and four primary level overlays. The (0,0) 
overlay contains the program driver and several common usage subroutines. The (0,0) 
driving program called V174 does the following: 
1. Calls 	the (4,0) level overlayto input data and initialize variables and arrays 
2. 	 Controls the number of iterations performed either by terminating because of 
because the maximum number ofconvergence (or divergence) or terminating 
iterations has been performed 
3. 	 Calls the far-field boundary updating overlay (3,0) 
the relaxation overlay specified by the user for row relaxation (1,0),4. 	 Calls 
specifying which X-Z plane is to be calculated 
5. Prints 	convergence data for each interation 
6. 	 Saves the Phi1 matrix on file TAPE10 after iterations have ceased 
Calls the final print package routine CPR for pressure differential printing7. 
The (4,0) overlay does the following: 
1. Reads 	inputs and prints them back 
2. 	 Sets constants 
3. 	 Calculates the body function 
4. 	 Calculates the mesh data., 




6. 	 Initializes the Phil matrix either with a complex constant or with data from a 
previous program run 
."The (1,0) overlay updates an X-Z plane of the Phi1 matrix by column relaxation. It also 
causes the print display of the Phi1 matrix if the riiaximum number of iterations 
(NMAX) has been reached. 
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The (2,0) overlay, like the (1,0) overlay, updates the X-Z plane specified by the (0,0) 
overlay. It does this by row relaxation instead of column. It will also print the Phil 
matrix at iteration NMAX. 
The (3,0) overlay calculates and updates the nodes on the outside boundaries (farfield 
update overlay). 
6.2 COMMON BLOCK USAGE 
Table 2 describes usage of blocks of common variables. 
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company 





Table 2. - Blocks of Common Variables 
Block 	 Usage 
CONST Control and calculation constants 
IMESH X, Y, and Z mesh constants 
WING Variables describing the wing 
CONST2 Control and calculation constants 
TIMES Print time variables 
CONE6 Row relaxation constant 
TROUB Troubleshooting variables 
ENTR Column relaxation control and calculation variables used in MATRXCF 
EPS Calculation constants 
FARF Far-field boundary calculation variables
 
IRELAX Relaxation variables used in MATRXCF and SRMATCF
 
JAYS Phi 1 incore plane designators. - Looking toward the wing from upstream:
 
JL indicates the left X-Z plane.
 
JC indicates the center X-Z plane.
 
JR indicates the right X-Z plane.
 
ITER Current iteration number and NMAX
 
IVOL Wing integral variables
 
MATRIX Matrices used to form the diagonals for solution; used in SRMATCF,
 
MATRXCF, FOURDG, and TRIDIAG
 
SUBER Contains two diagonals (see MATRIX) needed for PHICLM calculation
 
used in SRMATCF, FOURDG, MATRXCF, and TRIDIAG
 











Table.2. - (Concluded) 
Block Usage 
PHI Contains the three X-Z planes currently being used by the program (see 
also JAYS) 
XYZ Contains the X, Y, and Z coordinates of the nodes at which Phi1 is to be 
calculated 
PRNT Not used, was a print variable 
IRLAXF Subsonic, supersonic node identification array 
ERRS Error convergence data 
10 File names 
FUL Upper and lower wing function 
DEL Phi1 array 
U Coefficient of p lxx term 
FXY Functions of the X, Y, and Z mesh 
BIAS Relaxation coefficients used to speed up convergence 
Note: The following common blocks are used only in the far-field boundary 
overlay (3,0). 
Integral evaluation variables 
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TP1MSH - .IE O, 




.. . . .. ..... . ..
SEND 

MSTST-0 SO THIS AIRFOIL HAS FINITE THICKNESS
 
-Tffl-Fs--AfCt=f N RrLAg - STANDARD 
LUPSYMO SO THIS IS A LOWER UPPER SYMMETRY RUN
 
ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACKIS ASSUMED
 




-3.8000 -2.9000 -2.2000 -1.7600 -1.4600 -1.2800 -1.1600 

-.9400 -. 9000 -. e400 -.76(0 -.6600 -.6000 -.5000 -..000 -.3000 -.2000
 
-10 .iso"6 
-.1000 6dObbO . jo0*... ;2 .3000 .4CO .5000 .600 "0 ­1.3000 1.4800
1.CODE 1.0400 1.1000 1.1800 

.. 1.7600 2.2000 2.OGO 3.6000
 
.8400 .8800 .9200 .9600 

1.0207 1.1908 1.36C9"- 1.5311­0-0- '"--.i01--- .3402 - - ,104 - .&soC 
1.7012 1.8802 2.1489 2.5070 3.C442 3.7605 ­
-.2650 -.1719 -.1074

-.9455 -.t232 -.4083 

-. 0W1 ~.3a5- -.0143 .014J - .C358
 
WITH 12 NODES ON THE WING THE X VALJES AT THE 

-4.7991 -3.2090 -2.1345 -1.41E2 

LEACING EDGE, AILERO, AND TRAILING EOGE ARE -­
€00"0

-1.000 -1.000 "----.C-"U - ---1.0600 -1.0000 -1,0C00 -10000 - -,.000 -1 .0000 .... 
-1.0000 -1.0000
 
-1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0GOO
-1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0060
-T;-00r-'- -r-[*000 ....­
1.OO0 1.4000 O1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 L.GO0




.303 .100E-01 .215E-OL 8.937xZ7vESnAgng;Wn;WOwrI '.8S ..--.-. 16s ... I6 
.1 0. 0.0 *1C4E-C1 0.0 .196 0.0 .358 0.0 1.14
 
_MAXI,JMAXI,KN4AX1 43 15 13
 
CP TIME TOT- Z2.586 SINCE LAST CALL .07
 
IMAGW3.1W5,W6,148,W10 0.0 1.00 

I.­
UPPER AND LOCWEROOY FUNCTION 









.4.363 . 23oE-03 .4363 .523tE-03 .43t3 .52366-03 
11 i4363 .1571E-02 .4363 *1571E-42 .4363 lt7lE-02 .4363 .15716-02 .4363 .1571E-02 
.4363 .15716-02 .43t3 . 1571 E-C2 .4363 _ k15716-02 .*363 .1571E-02 .4363 .1571E-02 
.4363 .1571E-02 .4363 15716-42 
12 .4363 .2618E-U2 .4363 .261BE-02 .4363 .Z6186-02 .4363 .26186-02 .4363 .261bE-02 
.4363 ... .2618E-02 .4363 .26186-02 .4363 .26186-02 .4363 .2618E-02 .4363 .26186-02 
434363 .26186-02 .4363 .26186-02 
13 .4363 .41896-02 .4363 .4189E-02 .4363 .4169E-02 .4363 .41896-02 .4363 .4189E-602 
.4363 .41896-02 .4363 .41896-02 .4363 .4169E-02-.4363 .h189E-02 .4363 .419E-02 





















. ... 46 3 .6283E-02 .4363 .62E36-02 
15 .4363 .83782-02 .4363 .8378E602 .4363 .637o6-02 .4363 .83786-02 .4363 .83786-02 
.4363 .83786-02 .436.3. .8378E-02 .4363 .e378-4-02 .. 4363 .83786-02 .4363 .637UE-02 
.4363 .83786-02 .4363 .8378E-02 
16 .4363 .10476-01 .4363 .10476-01 .4363 .147k-0l .4363 .10476-01 .4363 .10476-01 
.4363 . .1047E-01 .4363 .10 7E-01 _.363 ......1047E-01 .4363 .10476-01 .4363 .10476-01 























to .4363 :1571E-01 :4363 .15716-01 .43t3 .1571c-01 .4363 .1571E-01 .4363 .15716-01 
.4363 .1571E-01 .4363 .15716-01 .4363 .15716-01 .4363 .1571E-01 .4363 .15716-01 



















.4363 .1833E-01 .4363 .18336-Cl 

















































."4363 .2616E-01 .4363 .2618E-Cl 
23 .4363 .2880E-01 .4363 .28806-01 .4363 .2860E-01 .4363 .Z80E-01 .4363 .28806-01 
.4363 .2080E-01 .4363 .2880i-01 .4363 .. 26E-Ol. .4363 ,.2880E-01 .4363 .2865E-01 
.4363 .28806-01" .4363 .2880601 
24 .4363 .3142E-01 .43o3 .314ZE-01 .4363 .31426-01 .4363 .31426-01 .4363 .3142E-01 
i4363 .3142E-01 .4363 ,31426-Cl .4363 .31426E-01 .4363 .3142E-01 .4363 .3142E-01 
.4363 .314ZE-01 .4363 .31426-01 
25 .4363 .34036-01 .4363 .34036-01 .4363 .34036-0L .4363 .34036-01 .4363 .34036-01 
.4363 .3403E-01 .4363 .34C3E-01 .4363 .34C36-01 .4363 .3403E-01 .4363 .34036-01 





















.4363- .. .3665E-01 .4303 .3665E-01 
27 .4363 .3927E-01 .4363 .39276-Cl .4363 .3527E-01 .4363 ;3927E-01 .4363 .3927E-01 


























.433 .. 41896-0 1 .4363 - - .4169E-Cl 
29 .'363 .4451E-01 .4363 .4451E-01 .4363 .44512-01 .4363 .4451E-01 .4363 .4451E-01 
.43.63--.44516-01 
.4363 .4451E-01 
30 .4363 .4660E-01 
.4363r .4t6OE-01 
.4363 .4660E-01 
31 *4363 *4817E-01 
.4363" .4817E-01 
.4363 .4817E-01 
32 .4363 .4922E-01 
..... 4363' .4922E-01 
.4363 .4922E-Ol 
33 .4363 .5027E-01 
..363 .5027E-01 
.4363 .5027E-01 
34 .4363 .5131E-01 
.4363 .5131E-01 
.4363 .5131E-01 

























































































































CP TIME TOT- 22.746 SINCE LAST CALL .160 
CP TINE TOT- 22.749 SINCE LAST CALL 0C3 





1 PLANE 0 ERRMAX1" 
.9677E-04 ERROR 




S LUIONC- V6RGD,'MAXIMUM ERROR IS .6048E-04 
"-c'P TIME TOT-4__ ____ 25.041 SINCE _------- LAST CALL ---- 2.09, ----- - -. 
AMPLITUDE - .026



























































































BELC AIFCIL "- " 


























































































































L. 	 C. 




































































.160E,02 -. 348E+01 







.104E+02 " -. 196L+01 






















































































































































































































































































































































0. - C. 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































.998E+00 .141 +01 
.783E+00 .1LBE+01 
.6076+00 .9olE+00 
30 0. 0. C. C. .475E+00 .820+0 0 " .780E00 
31 0. 0. Q. C. .377E+00 stiOEOC .840E+00 
32 O. C. 0. C. *309E+00 .590E+OO .806+00 
-Y 0. 0-. C. C. 	 .Z366+00 .72 +O0 .920E+00
 
34 0: C. 0. ¢. .15E+00 .335E UOD ,960E+o0T - 0, C . . .. . G. . IOGfi.+G135 .. 	 .C. C. D 

T CHORD Y(J)6 .6805 X-- LEADING EDGE" -1.0000 AILEFCh PIVCT. -1.0000 TRAILING EDGE- I.OcOO
 
10 0. 0. C. C. 	 .229E+02 -.475E+01 -.960+0o
 
11 0. C. C. C. 	 .157E+02 -.326E+01 -.9406+OD
 
12 0. C ..... G. C. 	 .147i+02 -.32E+01 -. 9O0C+DO
 
1 3 O. C. . C. 	 .131E02 -. 26E+01 -.84GE00 
14 0. 	 0. G. C. .117E OZ -.223E+01 -. 76OE*OO
 
15 0. 	 C. .102E+02 -.1796+01 -.680E+00
 
16 0. 	 C. 0. C. .906E+01 -. 144E+01 -.600E+0o 
17 0. 0. C. C. 	 .870E+01 -.124E+01 -.5006400
 
10 0. -. C. - .	 .8706E+01 -. 112E+01 - .400E+0019 0. ...0. 	 0. C. .+01 8...6......8E01 -. 814E+00... .3006+00. ,0EO
 
o20 0. 	 . 0. C. .787E01 -.482E+00 -.ZOOE+00 
21 0. 0. -. C. .8BE+01 -.279E+00 -.LO0E+00 
zz 0. C. .. - . .145E+02 .843E+00 0. 
23 0. 	 C. 0. C. .117E+02 .298E+D1 .100EO
 24 0. 	 C. C. ..300E+01 .325EE01 oOOk+00
 
z5 . -. 0. C. .1e -.21 1--2-----------.300E00
 
26 O0. C. -. C. .30E+01 .12E+01 .400E+00
 
27 0. 	 C. C, . C. . .853E OO .133E+01 .500E OD
 
28 0. 	 C. G. I. .685E+00 .112E+01 .6ODE+CO
 
29 0. 	 C. 0. C. .538E+00 .932E+00 .700E+00
 
30 0. 	 0. 0. 0. .424E+00 .7a2+00 .780E+00
 
310. C. 0. C. 	 .3386400 .b59c+00 .8406400
 
32 0. 	 C. 0. C. ZT7E+00 .564E+00 .80E+00 
33 0. 	 C. 0. C. .212E+00 .452E+00 .920E00 
V3 C. -	 .138E+00 .321t+0G .960*CO 
35 0. 	 C. C. C. 0. 0. .lOfi+G1 
---. LEADING EDGE- PIVCT. 	 1.0000
-Y(JT,AT-CHRD 8506 X-	 -f.ooo-AiLEPC -1.0000 TRAILING EDGE 

10 0. C. 0. C. .226E+02 -.457E+01 -.980E+00 
--' 0. 0. G. C. .1556+02 -. 313E+01 -.9406+CO 
12 0. 	 C. C. C. .145E+02 -.290E01 -.900E+00
 
7 	13 0. 0. 0 C. .130E+02 -.252E+01 -.840E400 
14 ... .115E+02 .-.2126+01-i - -- E+OO 
15 0. 	 C. 0. C. .IOE+02 -.169E+01 -.680E+0O 
16 0. 	 C. C. C. .692E+01 -.134E+01 -. 600e+0o 
17 0. 	 C. L.* . C. .854t+01 -61136+01 -. SOCt+00 
18 0. 	 C. G. 0. o51E+01 -. 992E+00 -. 400E+O19 0. 	 C. 0 0. eOlE+01 -.670E+00 -. 300E+00 
n 	 W. 0 0 C' .764E+01 -. 332E+00 '- 0E06+DO 
1 C. 0. C. .e7lE+1 -.879E-01 -. 0E0+00 
22 0. C. 0. , .152E+02 .175E+01 0. 
- '. . C. . t. .107E+02 - .330E+01 .... . 100E+00 
24 0. 	 C. 0. 0. .672E+00 .251E+G1 .200E+00 
25 	 0 C. C. C. .713E+00 .175e+01 .3006+0O 
C., 0. C. .771E+00 .141E+01 .400E+00 
7 . 0. 0. C. 	 .699E+00 .120E+01 .500E+00 
28 0.' -	 C. 0. C. .591E+O .103E+01 .600E+00 
.--- C. 	 .475E+00 .869S+00 .700f+0 
300 	 . 0. C. .378E+00 .734E+00 .780E+00 
31 	 0. 0. 

32 	 0. c. 

33 	 0. C. 

3 	 0. C. 

35 	 0. C. 

-AT CHORD "Y(7) 1.0Z07 X-- LEADING EDGE" 




12 	 0. .
 
13 0. C. 

14" 0. C. 

15 	 0. C. 

16 	 0. C. 

17 	 0. 0. 

18 	 0. C. 

19 0. G. 
20" 0. G. 
21 	 0. 0. 

22 	 0. C. 

23 	 0. 0. 

24 	 0. C. 

25 	 0. C. 

26 	 0. C. 

27 	 0. C. 

28 	 0. 0. 

29 	 0. C. 

30 0. C. 

31 	 0. C. 

3 . C."" 

33 	 0. C. 

34 	 0. 0. 

35 	 0. C. 





11 0. 0. 
-- -
12 0. C. 
13 	 0. C. 





16 0. C. 

17 	 0. C. 

.... . . 
W 19 0. C. 
20 " '--- C.- ...0.  

Z2 	 0. 0. 





25 	 0. C. 

26 0. 0. 
21 u . 
28 	 0. 0. 

29 0. C. 
To 0. C. 
31 	 0. C. 









*19OEt0 .427E O+C. C. 

C. C. .123b+00 .3"E+00 	 .96U+CO
 
0. 	 .1OOL401
G. G. 	 0. 

-I.0G0 AILERCN PIVCT. -1.0000 TRAILING ECGE- 1.000c
 
.222E+02 -. 432L+02 	 -.960c+0
0. C. 





.143E+02 	 -. Z74t+Cl
0. 0. 

*127E+02 -.237i+01 	 -.840t+0
C. C. 






















C. C. .756E+01 -. 466+00 	 -.300ECO 
C. .718E-01 -.124E*00 	 -.20O6+00
G. 

.863+0l .19GE+0c 	 -. 100E+40
0. C. 

C. 	 C. .147E+Og .313E+01 0.
 
*o1t*o0
0. 	 .655E*OL .345E401
0. 

-.108E+OL .±13E+O1 Z ok+LQ
0. C. 

C. C. .451E+00 .130 C*1 	 .3OE+O
 
.400E*OE
C. C. 	 .677E+00 .120E+01 

C. 0. .638E+00 .107L+01 	 .500600
 




















C. C. .172E+00 .qO1E+00 	 .920&t+0
 









-1.O00O AILEClN PIVCT. -1.0000 TRAILING EDGE" 1.460 
-.	 BOE+0O
 
.	 C. .216E+02 -.401E+01 







*139i+02 	 -.2 2E+04
C. C. 

0. 	 C. .123E+02 -.217E+01 -. 4Ct+00
 
.. 
 C. .109E+02 -.179E+01 	 -.760E+00
 
------. .9446+01 -. 139+01 . . -.680E+00
0-



















C. .647E+01 	 -. 100E+00
0. . . .	 . C.. . BDO5E o1 " .468E+OG














































































AT CHORD Y(J)- 1.3609 X-- LEADING EDGE- -1.0000 AILERC PIVCT- -1.0000 TRAILING EDGE- 1.1GO 
10 0. 0. 0. C. .207E02 -. 361101 -.980t*00 
11 0. C. 0. C. .142E+02 -.24E+01 -.940 *40 
12 0. C. 0. C. .132E+02 -.225E+01 -90C*E+00 
13 0. 0. C. C. *117+02 -. 191E+vl -.84GE+00 
14 0. C. C. C. .103i+02 -.154E+01 -.7o0E+00 
- "0" C. - 0. C. .8796+01 -.115I+01 -.680t+O0 
16 0. C. 0. C. .765*E+01 -. E20E+00 -.6001400 
17 0. 0. G. C. .708E01 -. 572E400 -.500E+00 
-18 0. C. C. C. .652E+01 -. 303E+Ot -.400L+00 
19 0. C. U. C. .567E+01 .364k-01 -.30E+00 
20 
2i 0. -­ 0. C. 0. 









22 0. C. 0. C. .657E+01 .195E+01 0. 
23 - 0 G. G. C. .30BE+01 .209E+G1 .100E+oo 
































29 0. C. C. C. .386E+00 .679E+00 .70000 
-­15 C. C. C. C. .2971+00 .579E+oc .78CE+C0 
31 0. C. C. C. .232E+00 .493E+00 .840E+CO 
32 0.







34 0. C* 0. C. .851t-01 .243E+00 .960E+00 
35 0. C. C. C. 0. 0. .IOOE+01 
AT CHORD Y(J)- 1.5311'X-- LEADING E0GE- -. 0OCC AILEhU PI'Et1 -1.0000 TRAILING EG- 1.000 
"- '0. C. 0. C. .19ZE+02 -. 307L+01 -.9806*O 0 
11 i 0. 0. 0. C. .131E402 -.208h+01 -.940E+00 
12 0. C. 0. C. .122E+02 -. 189E+01 -. 90CE+00 
-- -- 1I .. 0. C. c.. C. .106E+0 -.1562+01 -.840E+CO 
14 0. . C. C. .900E+01 -.119E01 -.760E+00 
































21 0. O. G. C. .568E4O .114E+01 -O.100EOO 





























































































































































































































































.1Zc +oo ,3rtG.81*0 
.Q37c-.1 .,bt++C 
.5,2-01 .232rtO 























ARTAPES 16=OUTPU =1002./AE , E U . A E -
 ATPEI1 00O2,ThPEIO 

B TAPEII 102 TAPE12 =102,T RIPEIS 1002) 
C OVERALL PROGRAMq PURPOSE_. 
C TEV17& INCLUDING OVERLAYS COMPUTES THE UNSTEADT TRANSONIC C TRANSONIC PERTURBATION FLOW ABOUT A HARMONICALLY 
05CILLQTING THREE DIMENSIONAL WING. USING FINITE DIFFERENCE
 C TECHNIQUES. 
C 
C OVERLAY PURPOSE 
C - -------C OVERLAY 0.0 lOES THE FOLLOWINGt 
C A) SERVES AS THE OVERALL DRIVER, 
C B)SERVES AS THE INITIALLIZATION VARIABLE STORAGE AREA. 
C C) CONTROLS THE ITERATION COUNTER AND TERMINATES AS NECESSARY,
 
C D)CHECKS THE ERROR DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ITERATION TO SEE IF 
C 	 CONVERGENCE OR DIVERGENCE HAS OCCURRED AND TERMINATES IF 
C 	 NECESSARY.
 
C E) CONTROLS THE FARFIELD BOUNDARY UPDATING,
C F) 	 CONTAINS UTILITY ROUTINES NEEDED BY THE OTHER OVERLAYS. 
CC PROGRAM ROUTINE TEV17'4 PURPOSE 
THE TEV174 	ROUTINE IS THE OVEliRLL DRIVER AND PERFORMS R 10 E ABO 
1.EHLERS.F.EWARD. A FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD FOR THE SOLUTION 
C 






C 	 OF THE TRANSONIC FLOW AROUND HARMONICALLY OSCILLATING
 
WINGS.
CC 2. 	 WEATHERILL.WARREN H. .EHLERS.F.EDNARD.SEBASTIANJMESC (BOEING NASA CONTRACT NASA CR-2257)
 






C 	 AROUND TWO AND THREE DIMENSIONAL OSCILLATING WINGS.C (BOEING-NASA CONTRACT. NRSR CR-2599)
C 
C DESCRIPTION
C . - -. - - -. .- - - - - - - - - . - - - -. - - ..-- - - - - - - ­. - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - -
C PROGRAM ROUTINE TEVI74 WILL PERFORM ITS TASKS INTHE FOLLOWING
 
C ORDE R:C R) CALL ThE INITIRLIZATION OVERLAY FOR INPUT AND OTHER INITIALIZ 
C BI START THE ITERATION LOOP. IT HILL LOOP NMRX TIMES MAXIMUM, 
C C) IF INDICATED FOR THIS ITERATION CALL THE FARFIELD UPDATE 
C OVERLAY.
 
C D) DEPENDENT ON INPUT VARIABLE ILAX (SEE PROGRAM INIT)
C 	 CALL THE ROWRELAXATION OR THE COLUMN RELAXTION CALC-C 	 ULATION OVERLAY (SEE REFERENCE 2)C El 	 WRITE ON TAPE THE FINAL XZ PLANE FOR THIS ITERATION, 
Figure B- 1.-Program V174 
oPOGINAL PAGE 109?POORt 	QUALITY 
~39#~~gqssj.PW SAMS 
C F) TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OR DIVERGENCE. TERMINATE THE ITERATIONIF EITHER IS.PRESENT.LOOPC 
END OF THE ITERATION LOOP 
C G) SAVE THE PHIl DISTRIBUTION ON FILE TAPEI.,C H) OUTPUT THE FINAL PRINTS 






TEV174 3-D TRANSONIC SHALL DISTURBANCE FLOW OVER WING 
C VERSION 3-19-75 THREE D OUT OF CORE SOL
 
C VERSION 3-15-76 LO-UP SYMMETRT-TB 
C VERSION 5-3-76 THREE-D ROW RELAXATION-Th
 
UNSTEADY TRANSONIC SMALL DISTURBANCE FLOW OVER AIRFOILS 
C INPUT 
C---------------------------------------------























X NODE LIMIT 
FOR VOL INTEGRAL WINGJM X FORC INTEGRAL WINGVOLFORSTARTING LIMIT INTEGRAL-FORX NODE VOL C IS E ENDING Y LIM IT 
FORNODEIC STARTINGSC 


























































END NG T NODE LIMIT FOR V L INTEGRAL FOR WING
 
FIELD UPDTE CYCLE COUNTER. 
UPDATE FRRFLD AFTER EACH NA ITERATIONS
 




START RESTART VARIABLE. INC-O ON START.
 
SUBSONIC BIAS TO RCCELERATE CONVERGENCE
 
SUPERSONC BIAS TO ACCCELERATE CONVERGENCE
 
WHEN EQUAL TO ZERO START WITH DDATA FROM
 
ANOTHER SOURCE FOR PHI
 
DEFINES ORDER OF NODE SOLUTION. PARTICULARLY ROWS.
 




RELAXATION PROCEDURE SELECTOR. NOT USED PRESENTLY
 
CONSTANT FOR PHI XT
 
CONSTANT REQUIRED FOR CONVERGENCE OF ROW
 RELAXATION 
Y COORDINATE OF WING TIP 









(C UPDATE FRR FIELD BOUNDA1Y CONDITION
 
IVOI-=O 
IFD(N.N U .EQ.1) 




F5CLL SECOND (TIME) 
ETIHE=TIME-TIMEP 
TIMEP=TIME 
,WRITE (6,9100 TIME,ETIHE 
I IN PLANE JEVALUATE UNSTEADY POTENTIAL FUNCTION ALONG COLUMN 
C	 IF, 
CRLL OVERLAT tLIIIDL. 1,0,6HRECRt 
IFI
 





Figure B- 1.-(Continued) 
TFA CONTINUEJ 
IFWITE J;8,5011 NJE. JERR.ERR. EROHR 





GO TO 550. 
GO550TO 

O 7UAL1 5ONTcNTINUE 
ORITWRITE (5. 9001) N,IERR.JEHR.,ERR. EARMAX 
WRITE ER,90011 N ER . JERR. EBRAHXI 
Figure B-1.-(Continued) 
43 
550 WHITE (6.9002) ERAMAXI 
WRITE (7.9002)ERRMAXI 
600 CONTINUE
















(OUNIT) JT.C (PHI (I.JC.XI ,{=1,{MAX) 
JT. NE. J) 
STOP 1006 
I WRITE(IO) J. ((PHI (I.JC.XI *1=1. IMAX) .K=,KMAX) 
-- B650 CO]NTINUE
 
(C FINAL.PRINTOUT WITR PLOT)
 
CALL CPR (IPLOTI 






Figure B- 1.-(Concluded) 
4 
CP L NTE BTUTRTIHAT.ISU DUEJPET IS N R A I G FR MNDENT ON THE CALL ING ROUTILEL NE ETCCURRENTL THE CLLING ROUTINES ARE SET FOR AN INCREASING T.CCAUTHORC T.D.BUTLERC	 0254tKS/73-3'& PH 2379570
 CLNGU ROE FTN4. 6 '120O
INPUT 
c VARIABLE METHOD DESCRIPTIONKIC 	 RLL PARJN 	 AX COUNCALL PAR T OF I THE X NODEMAX 	 COUNTERCOUNT OF 
C R tI J THE T NODE COUNTER
 C C lI CALL PAR MAX COUNT OF NODE
NCALL 	 K THE I COUNTERCOMMPAR THE CURRENTC JCALL /PHI/ ITERATION NUMBERTHE CURRENT PHI OFPLANE PLUS 4 PLANE C LF T RCOMN'JAYS/ THE LAST 
C C ~PLANER RNfl JC IS THE NODE NUMBER 
PAR THE NODE NUMBER TH  CURRENT 
C 	 THE NEXT. IN THEPHYSICAL
 
PHI MATRIX 
 IN CORE OF THE CURRENT XE PLCOLAST USED ALSONODE NU ERS NOTC 	 JL RNDJRRE RE PRESENT BUT IN THE IN CORAND NEXT PHI PLANES. 





WRITE 6202)	 P2G 
WRITE (6.02 ) 
WRITE (6,2011 I. (PHI (THEND
.KNt INMtXE
 










THIS ROUTINE INPUTS ONE PLANE (IFTHE PHIl MATRIX AT A 
TIME ADJUSTING THE JAYS COMMON BLOCK TO INDICATE WHIHI 





AUTHOR T.D. BUTLER G2544 
















JJ CALL PAR CURRENT J PLANE BEING CALCULATED 
JL CALL PAR LEFT PLANE INCORE CORR TO JJ-1 JC CALL PAR CENTER PLANE OF THE INCORE PLANE 
CORRESPONDS TO THE JJ PLANE' 
JR CALL PAR RIGHT PLANE NODE OF INCOME PHILS 
CORRESPONDS TO JJ+l 
C 

























WRITE F7, 2000) J. IUNI T. OUN IT. UUN IT 
IFREAD (UN IT)JT. (( I.JCK ,T 1. IX ., 1NK T 
(JT.NE.1)
TO 1 
IMA)O K1.KM~RER (TUNIT)JT. ((tl (I.JR.K0 , I-. 
READ(UUIT)JT.((U(IJTN.J,=.MX),3.N 
STO 1001 
Figure 8-3. -(Continued) 
48 
W4RITE {7.200)1 J, IUNIT. OUNIT, UUNIT 
READ (ZUNITIJT. I(WHI (I.JRK.I=1,IMRXI.K=I.KMRX) 
KRW=5 
READ UUNIT) 41. ((PH [IJR.K 1tI-MFM] .K=.KMX) 
IF 
TO 1000 ORIGINJAL PAGE 18 
op POOR QUALITY 




WRITE (UNIT) JMRX1. (fill (I.JC.K) I= I. IMRX .K=I.KMRXI 

















WRITE (6,9000 FSMRCH.OEGARMI 















WI"wPHI (I+I1 £C Ig-CPHI) +Dl(I)nM(CPHI-PHI (I-1.Jt.10)JPHIX-CIounALPGEI 
IDC? (I) =CP (21 -CP (I)I 
0110 	 C2NTINUE 
WRITE (6.901 IP (1).CP aDCP (IJ X I) 
6G TO 220 
Figure 8-4.-Subroutine CPR 
51 
120 	 DIPIP=DELPHI (I+t.Ji
DPHI=DELPHI(I J)
DIPHIM=D-ELPHI (1-1,.J)
DCP (I) EPS2w (Cl (1)mtHIP-PHI) +Ill (I) N IDPHI-flPHIM) +COMNtDPHI 
IF 
1. 0.o...1 














CO C IT LCRESUEJUP CRS ARFI
 




C IIn M LD 
Ks STIN Y HM LIM"' FM LVi He a WIN' 
C MS.U~fEH MI t r ni CJJI INDA CrLD 
C pRRtFcEL!w EG fsrTT T U L 
c XTj W PilXL MC5NS1ATEM 
C rII TffD 
Rl~ED OFIFSNXPLEQrai 
 IF 








CcmC15 mIN 5$EEPWTIF 
ICQOAD.SM El 





-. LEI. rnJl O X l 
HfSUDS.02 1023ELM .lX.IK 
3(1111mm nM.vw0w IsSU,am 
E IDMXI.X-t R~ 
wx11I40o~ t. 3 
Figure 8-1 -(ontinued 




IF ORIGINAL PAGE IS OF POOR QUALTy 
sa cmnuu 
U.I-ftACCIJ(LTh&FS1CHt.333S333) 




W3 h5 u~s T RJNTI 
SETII EImE-Trra S TNENTI 
C 
(C 
i a E EZ.ETM[i
K.ClnWVS0 
c rtAITmi FUCTIDHIS OFXT OFTHEFLO nan. MEE) 
ta.555 T[IM ETfI&ITDI-Tflip S TWO-ThIM jfEL.t0TI1ITE.t 
IMUT STEAVISTATEY m~TP6TENTI An EiaUS U(I) 
[.(5.S tm SE Ta[-TWO s:T eE~i[ 
PMV~f IHrTFL miLLE aS THEWNSTERDTVEMZTT PMENTZN. 





M 1511 J2.JS 
N 1511 "2.IMI.S 
~1~;ig­t) 
Figure8-8.-ubroIneARFI 
58. . .7..1IM .s 
(oinued)Figure B-. HN 
2 0 QiLQ1 
IF9 









J"2.S MERfl'-vhEYNATESWfWT3 OF0 5 












enm irms Mlt. FPM APREVIMiMS MfN 









Cc mT -0mR -PFmffI. FIELD CEMMT BT R 15113sMIXON 
c[ 
I~ UZ)J2,TL,~~~D s]R[[,Ko "it-my I+I0 'I 
Figre -1.-SbroutinKI INtrMOW.M 
62F 
ATMmSTTEaA I..
















Figure B- 11. -(Concluded) 
64 
THTIS' WAMN OFPRi. HUMe' PAALELL TOTHEI AXIS. 
BING CLTETHISNEPA CALCEI& CURENT X-2 PLANE 
TI'E RE&.JH.J 1CM9 DR I FY THEC ll LASY IONPROGRAURPOSEFQC MIM OYELMlY 
O"HE AM FORTS THE OIDEl~: BONDARY CLC 0 I1 IEINGTHEX-2 
C FITE DIFFEENCE THE NDmPDATITG. 
C THE D bETIWEENE
C ITALS PLULFES IFFERENCE E 
C a NCzEOFTh 5=UJ10H. G~ P I 
C IARU 2PANE i READTE W - LNSD 
C C\ 
C PHI CS KAYI UBSOFUS NODX ES 1ACIC 
C IN11 PLTED W.H 
CC ML COMO)VKU NUBERE CLC-OUSER X NOfELESS I, 

c C LXJ THESOFOIDICTINGINIIPIMCHOnt
CONNOPARTs~ULA ED AT I.l
CC it COMONAFR IO HIEGEAT U H
I N G T NODALfIC
 
C MSIREN ANDSU W.ICHIC 
C 1UPSm CON INPUTVAR E INTCLTIGMfAE IT. L ORDER EEPCC C MIR RUBBETRfS NODESE TOL AAI CEOO-C 
C PE 
C SUPECRSIC INOSUNICC NODLME M.D MANGCOMMON IDIATES G ABVESICH 

C mAYST 
 TMHEPIIPERMY. C ffI~NUTEE VRIRLES INDICATEN C 
C R2ATT S. I
 
C NO mlON IN ITE EDEIOS lIBEOR. EWN
 
C RHTOU E Ry'fHOES" IN TOEIMSPECT OVF. 
NAP NIOIJT COCOH7§EIt AOVEIGHENIN 
CC ME CdmN BIASVMTRj TOSPDICWJGECFO
 
C OR Com ETASPAiL$ gAETOSPECAC'{EIS ERIEN FO
CE1 LAV RIABLM CTED S 1I 
C JII IT EHTIO'r ORDEUIVRIABNDES 
C PHICtJ CAmlON C.CARTED IN KATYC EAN TAIDIR. EETESE 
CCIMF COMHOBIAS SEIH TOEED PCNEREC O
FigureN-12.PRogram COLRULAX TE,




CL.IFigureO BIA12--roamL 0SEDUCONVEGECEFO 




al m C la afl1T.HICEIMi I".N-E.E hum
-C U E RJJM ' 
JSN-
IF 
[R-JRGt3.9T.E lRZ F 
IFI 
II.I.E. =IFt Clt l I[. 
ifi 
IFigur B-IZ 12.-(Coinued)h 
66 mat 
(C TS R HXl/M DJC I Hffi FOR PHCOG 







Sf.LYES"THETRIDIflDBN&. M]R!X FEMEDOBY )ATRXCFFffl THEPH|l 
c CC&W r4 IIG CPL.t ED. 
DSI-t.N 
c SLVS HEIIBIAON111. MIX FOME OTMTXFFRTEPI 
-,
I4fEWtmR LU D) LD .DI 
TINUEfroCON 
Figure B- 13.-Subroutine TRIDIA G 
68 
OF TILEFINITE IFFEc THI I He ELEENS LECEc 'HI WI FIM"J1ZRbLE FURISOLVING ITPAESA (tL
CEFfFIciElflS FRCC THESEQIMENIS IN THETRIDIRGWW MATRIX 
c SWITION BYTHETRIPIAG ROUTINE. 
c In 00 -aE.ET.LERT OFDIGMf EEENT 
C SUPER EEMENT OFDIAGONAEflEMN- NIGHT 
C ID0 CAGLa,- EE!ENDI, 





























FigureB-14.-Subroutine MA TRXCF 
69 
(C SMO'NIC FLO EUATIOI IS ELLIPTICAL - USE CEN WL DIFFERECING) 
El- WCIi ,JIPIO -H'asCi U)
E2. cglU.I11K) ,.fl.L (I
 
C C$El m Tff IIID flJBmIItM,,m,,,TEu-
CL.A Itr 
C IFJC 





I/IRG -A- DIAD-00-- (-AT-L' -D.L ? 1)-- ! 0 1 E--E20 
=
 ISO CONTIUUE -A~- Ln-BY LQ-A -1BED]]GBItp (_Rl JOU IT O MI I -EI-E2-!,
 
RHlsW E-LPHI (Z-+L.JC, JC*Kl*A JPHI(I,JLKI-
KI-E2.PKI [I-I. 
NORY )
(C RLTER DZAG FOR t+PSTR£ERdKDP 

(c ALTER PUSTRERM RY)PIRAFR BOU 
Figure B- 14.-(Continued) 
70 








AGR0-AL-TU-Rzao9-3I700 Et'Q5 -Ls.nuhmr-t.X.mI KPc -E2FIII (f-2.JC. K0 
PH H.nhtR.1Rrn#1u..L.m]-BYTL 
C TU~RN SIG mI EXP'ERIENCESoY,E-eaTzd ?FTar C&1R11 SUPERSONIC) 
300 Ia.mcpo-IRaLAX 
CmnTIM.E35 









UPPERA'IETRY IS BEING 
C 
WHIPE4?flRmS NllflX (LO LHm SIINERCTI 
AiHSO0 (l-RI [(I .DPHIP<PI.Rhf J 
a500 jUMCE 
Figure B- 14.-({Concluded) 
72 
C THIS CALCULATES IN AITASVEART HEC1JIEHT X-7 PLANE PEERELLPUROSEPREGRam 
C 
'THISPRO M I3THEDRIVERFORTHERJ RELAXATIONC M CFLCL.TLn OfVELR(2.01 
c ITis ZVE YX-2PLE TOUPMTE M THETU X-f PAES 
C ONEITHERSID O PTENT HEX7PAN EN 




C tALSO ltE DIFFERENCES E JUSC CULATES B TWEN IRE THEPREVIOUS FORTH'TNODEc CRLCULATED AND VALUE AD PASSES C THA9T ON1O THENAIM ) IOIMICHUSESDIFFERENCE WffVERW 
c IT FORDETERMIATION OF IVEMHGCE.M CbhEGREHCE. C " 
CC 
CC INPUTVAR FROM ?ECSRITH/E a 
C PI S P R IT PLAE INTOT EPIRRAT 
PHI E HIV OR. H I sI.J. 
C 
- HZ PLANEIS IN WHAT 
CPL.C.R INTHESEC I D E E T IL/WHIES 




C POS N OE T
 
C It. XNuN IEGIA IH DRIN LS N.0DL
 
c ZKXI C emmom; U4 IfTS Iit PAANT'KINOFlNiTSUMFAIi US CRlC­tAY X OOS LESS 
CCW(C orIN CN S.EO SEEC WET. PUTVARB 01 I MUM 
CC 
HEC POSI.TION.O IN IETG 
C 
,. I COWTH OPES ADEC ISUEE COQhffiA IAING W.HIC 
C 
C IPAE CM"S INDICATING JS NEOWES WING0C K.UETY IR OFMSE TE LE F C 
C RIaaGE. "IRT 
C~C ~ HOKINUTVRBLE 
C 
~BR 'ULg ICTINGLfP 3-UCEhESE . SHERC UPh pIDIN I RR JUSTEo TLfHE .CO.NI S 2 IRIME WIND
 
C SUPE ANDXSUBSOIEE COTvEE F
DRSOI 

C I) COH ION AA INDICTEISE THEHA1TlH ,
 









C UT CVARIAB E TOR SPEEDC C









L NE.TI IELCSHTO~~ ~~~PG 
Fgr B- .-- oFogram
Pr OW JUSTDX 
IF 
SM NE.01 
9 OU0 Q-2:)0 K 
NE.O? 












C ILOS UPERS'I4ETY sLWE RATAC 2W515 PLANES 
C C ABVEHERWN"El SIThE Al5 SEPETH ICVFESOTEITO DLffrHBE WHN E POCE AST WJ .A 0 
. 7F§AThI. EQ.I1 
631= (INIHO (PHI i1, j.t -PIIIQ.JI Inl ] I 1SF T C TIESTFOR MAXI" 
CHEANGEEIN P HIL ' 
25U-LqRPHI (1.JK -PIU2JIF (3]]/R 
BE250 1-2. mI~t 
O- ~T 258 








CAI DISP (1KRY.JR.QfXHR 
10000 Et1URIJ 
Figure B-i1. -(Concluded) 
76 
ONIN 









inin I c u 
t: 0.33012I 
C METW f5FICEMT FURHOSlRI4D ITEM Pt! 
Gl 










{-{1- PH-t| - M-












(C fWUIT1 FTOP IUffICEmlt'm 
IX 
rbNIS (D~hlI.JC)0o 
C TURNFAREXRT1N St HRLOFFNO CLINU 
C nEM CES gpIERismC '.W 
C IF ZR(D W3O LERIG EC 300RMERD Off1 
IF 





EHNWTf CKCEXEJST RD6M WII3 SFRCt .XW4
 
.. L FCOIM1III .R3I ILCfl-t -PI L.Jt.It*H!X.FL 7) 
(ifE2O.RLIEE.LO 
076TB300 




Figure B-17. -(Continued) 
82 
IF 
P AGB TIREN D HIII1-.A 
a ­asctoo 
M-.x......---. WN~ L MA 




c MISLAY PLWDE 
Cc 0"HIS OVEAUT,13 TO CALCLLRIE ANNLIPMEc KJAPOSETmEMjSrK BmKMM	 FO 
IT DOESTHIS IT VARIOUS c -1 	 ATORON LINE-OF HUM-,% THEMAKMFEMM 71 	 6RIN,RATIO ANDBIMMAD DMEREM AS 
C 
c 

























WIM.CffH FILM FORSMTCH qVIIV OFPHII PEAWIS. ANESC"NN VM -CAORN ICRIFRIRTCHPAY GTHINOFPRIt PLANESHU ECIAM IN.ELL , ftrJT9?iMxJKU MD 
IE33 w 7A! I Q 
IT WILL AINRRI PLANE ATATIME70HISAFFAT M THEJU97 CALZUTED PHIL IbiRtborn. 
OCR "PARrRaLfs. RE ECTn4 INDICATE THEI An VE MRCORROM 	 V i MESH CMIN MaA 
T 
FM 	 UK ENI TN3'0F;MAlEFUMIM 	 III HEW ANDREAR 
AM 
IRE MHER BMNMT S. 
alpI 
TqVRIMELIE-1UNDMUES TOIRIS ROUTINE BEERENIERP DUNE.ANMRSC IONUVEINT RX5S M 	 LILCIHRN TIP"USIN3 I 
7 INDICATEW OFUS VPLDlkM 
FUNMrONtwRp]NIE MetnIMM91 REOFTKI 
IF (tv TAM 
----------	 DOIDLL-1.2 





INTEMM 13 ADMME. 
SMILACULI.Q. 
EVIL IT IRPMUFU WM) 
Figure B-18.-Program FA R FLD 
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IF ~ OjtGjN,&L PAGE IS Op' pooR. QUALWATfILT.S.ITMT1)4fu 
IF 
WIFJDEAnSIW&FTIND' VS 













[ ZVO JC,E. .Kf
I) hlHT







PHI Lill. JC. IQ-fHI U ID.JC.Kl FM 1I'LUI 
IVE&ER.1 
SM ILLLI 4MIKI-"M 



































11-I.JCh1.CEX n.=-fW OW 
FigureB-18. -(Continued) 
88 
~ORIGINAL PAGE] IS 
M?007 OF POOR QUATLM 
LL-. 
<- .DK -t>WX 
IF " 
.ri, L .EQ 
-MI 

















t COMP ijil t ..I: wllfiI~LEXT ME1W3. 
fl- KOM 
C - 0 
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